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MONTESQUIEU'S
PERSIAN
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A New Solution to the Riddle
Randolph Runyon
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thirty years after the original publication of the
Persian jLetters in 1721, Montesquieu said of his
epistolary and satirical novel that "dans la forme de
lettres.. .ou les sujets qu'on traite ne sont dependants d'aucun dessein
ou d'aucun plan deja forme, I'auteur s'est donne I'avantage de pouvoir
joindre de la philosophie, de la politique et de la morale, a un roman;
et de lier ie tout par une chalne secrete et, en quelque fagon, inconnue"
[in the form of letters...in which the subjects treated depend on no
design or pre-existing plan, the author offered himself the advantage of
being able to unite philosophy, politics, and ethics to a novel, and to tie
it all together by a secret, and somehow unnoticed, chain].^ Of what,
precisely, might this chain consist? A number of scholars have
proposed solutions to the riddle, but none has won universal
acceptance.

'Montesquieu, "Quelques Reflexions sur les Lettres persanes" in Lettres persanes, ed. Jean
Starobinski (Paris: Gallimard / Folio, 1973), 44. All translations are my own. Subsequent
quotations from the Lettrespersanes vsHlht indicated parenthetically in the text.
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This may be because none has actually looked for a chain. Many
have instead looked for a unifying theme. Lucas A. Swaine, for
example, asserts that "Montesquieu's secret chain is the case carefully
developed in favour of the institution of fair and reasonable third
parties, embodied in sound parliamentary institutions and the rule of
law, to promote justice and in human affairs and to combat the perils
of self-interest"^ Nick Roddick finds it "hard not to regard the
sprinkling of erotica and exotica which intersperse the non-Persian
elements in Letters I-C as the 'chalne secrete.'"^ For J. Robert Loy
"the 'chaine secrete' is revealed to be freedom itself.'"^ Richard L.
Frautschi proposes an "attitudinal chain," by which he means the tone
of surprise he finds in each letter.^ According to Roger Laufer the
"contradiction grandissante entre I'enquete philosophique et I'aveuglement humain constitue la 'chaine secrette'" [the increasing
contradiction between the philosophical quest and human blindness
constitutes the"secret chain"]."® For J. L. Carr the chain is a "didactic"
one, because the novel is "a political allegory relevant to the times in
which the letters were written and published."^ Other candidates for
a unifying theme, catalogued by Theodore Braun in his 1988 survey of
the field, include "love and its relation to social institutions,"® the
subjection of women,' philosophical ideas,^° and "dramatic irony.""
If the secret were a theme, Montesquieu could just as easily have
called it a thread as a chain. There are important differences between
the two terms; A thread is single; a chain is multiple. A thread is
thematic; a chain is structural. A chain is a series of linkages. Lfnlike

Aucas A. Swaine, "The Secret Chain: Justice and Self-Interest in Montesquieu's Persian
Letters" Histo^ of PoSHcalThought21.\
84—104,104.
Alick Roddick, "The Structure of the Lettrespersanesf French Studies 28 (1974): 396-407,402.
According to Theodore Braun,in '"La Chalne secrete': A Decade of Interpretations," French
Studies A2 (1988): 278-91, 289
'Richard L. Frautschi, "The Would-be Invisible Chain in Les Lettrespersanes," French Kevietr 40
(1967): 604-12, 604-5.
'Roger Laufer, La Reussite ronianesque et la signification des LettrespersanesMontesquieu,"
Peme d'Histoire litteraire de la France 61 (1961): 188-203, 200.
'J. L. Carr, 'The ?)&ct&ttdci^rsoi.iSi&Lettrespersanesf Studies on Voltaire andthe Fifteenth Century
55 (1967): 333-344,341.
®David Ketder, cited in Braun's '"La Chaine secrete': A Decade of Interpretadons," 282.
'Agnes Raymond, in Braun, 283.
"Mary M. Crumpacker, in Braun, 284.
"Robert F. O'Reilly, in Braun, 287.
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a thread, a chain is not one thing, but an indeterminate number of
different, though connected, things. Given their diversity, what con
nects them as a whole is not a theme but a structure. But that does not
rule out the possibility that a common theme could form a local link
between two adjacent pieces of the chain. Pauline Kra describes the
Letters this way in her landmark 1963 smdy: "Frequently, between
consecutive and apparendy disconnected letters there is an inner thread
of thought which links them and explains their sequence."'^ In this
analysis, the local link between two adjacent letters is, appropriately, a
"thread." That is not the same as to say that a single thread connects
all the letters.
Kra's discussion of Letters 70-73 is a good example of her ability
to find connecting links between seemingly disconnected, yet
sequential, letters. In PL 70, Zelis teUs Usbek of a bridegroom refusing
his bride on the grounds that she was not a virgin; in PL 71, in reply to
Zelis, Usbek regrets the discomfiture the bride's father had to endure,
points out that the law allows the bridegroom that liberty, and
comments on the uncertainty of traditional proofs of virginity; in PL
72, Rica describes a man remarkable for "deciding" questions right and
left, never slowed down by the least self-doubt; in PL 73, Rica says of
the Academie Fran^aise that no one respects its decisions. Despite
their different topics, Kra finds that the four letters are related;
Letters 70-73 are an attack on the method of reaching
decisions without investigation of evidence. Letters 70 and
71 present an example of unjust and obsolete laws. The civil
and religious laws allowing the groom to repudiate his bride
are based on an ancient error... .Making arbitrary decisions is
the habit of the decisionnaire universel [in Letter 72]. His
method is shared by a venerable tribunal [in Letter 73]. The
French academy issues decrees as obsolete as the laws on the
repudiation of women, and makes decisions as arbitrary as
those of the decisionnaire universel. (Kra, "The Invisible Chain,"
34).

'Tauline Kra, "The Invisible Chain of the Leiirespersanes" Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth
Century
7-60,11.
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She might have added that when Rica says of the Academie Franfaise
that "aussitot qu'il a decide, le peuple casse ses arrets, et lui impose des
lois qu'il est oblige de suivre" [as soon as it has decided, the people break
its decrees, and impose upon it laws it is obliged to foUow] (PL 73:
187), he is echoing not just the theme but the language of the
immediately preceding letter, in which the decisive man "decida trois
questions de morale... .Je n'ai vu un decisionnaire si universel.. .il decida
sur les nouvelles du temps...je me tus, je le laissai parler, et il decide
encore" \decidedthree moral questions....1 have never encountered so
universal a decider...he decided on the news of the day...1 became silent,
I let him talk, and he is dedding stUI] (PL 72: 186). As these are the
closing words of Letter 72, the universal decider is stall deciding as we
leave that letter and move to the next, where the verb that already
echoed itself twice in 72 ("il dedda... .il dedda.. .d dedde encore") appears
yet again ("il a decide"), prolonging the echo.
In fact, the Academie Frangaise not only parallels the man ki
Letter 72, but is at the same time his opposite. The people pay its
decisions no heed, breaking them as soon as they are made, and even
imposing its own. By contrast, the universal decider encountered no
effective resistance. Even Rica could not stand up to him when he
began talking about a subject on which the Persian was infinitely better
informed:
Je voulus I'attraper, et je dis en moi-meme: «I1 faut que je me
mette dans mon fort; je vais me refugier dans mon pays.» Je
lui parlai de la Perse: mais a peine lui eus-je dit quatre mots,
qu'il me donna deux dementis, fonde sur I'autorite de
messieurs Tavemier et Chardin. <AJi, bon Dieu! dis-je en
moi-meme, quel homme est-ce la? II connaitra tout a I'heure
les rue d'Ispahan mieux que moi!» [I wanted to entrap him,
saying to myself: "I will have to play my strong suit. I will
take refuge in my own country." I spoke to him of Persia.
But I had barely said four words before he contradicted me
twice, based on the authority of Tavernier and Chardin.
Good God! I said to myself. What kind of man is this? He
wiU soon know the streets of Ispahan better than I]!" (PL 72:
186)
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Kra's observation that the sequence in which the letters appear is
important and that it related to "an inner thread of thought" between
"consecutive and apparently disconnected letters" is worth pursuing,
and that is what I intend to do here. It is only part of her argument, in
which she also divides the Letters into six sections: "The Individual"
(PL 1^0), "Man and his social environment" (PL 41-67), "The Citizen
and the state" (PL 68-97), "The Nation" (PL 98-122), "InteUects and
administrators" (PL 123-146), and "The Harlem crisis" (PL 147-61)
(Kra, "The Invisible Chain," 7). Concerning these divisions, Lucas
Swaine remarks: "That some letters focus more upon one topic than
another is scarcely a secret, however, and it would hardly be worth
keeping if it were" (Swaine, "The Secret Chain," 86n). But the secret
according to Kra also involves the less obvious connections, and an
insistence on the letters' sequence, not just their divisions: "the
sequence of letters is not fortuitous, but the product of careful arrange
ment. The place of each letter is justified by its content, the sequence
of subjects follows an overall plan; many consecutive and apparently
disconnected letters are related in meaning." My analysis of the letters
leads to a somewhat different formulation: The place of each letter is
justified by its language, the sequence of letters is governed by a
continuous repetition of echoing words through which all the letters
are consecutively hnked, despite their different subjects.^^
My reading takes into account the versions of the secret chain
both as it appeared in the original edition, published in 1721, and in the
1754 edition, which included three letters (PL 111, 124, and 145) added
in the 1721b edition (which appeared later in the same year as the first)

"Pauline Kra, 9, has also found some connections between sections of L'Esprif des lots that are
more hidden than the chains of argument that link the chapters of that work. She observes,
for example, that in his "Invocation aux Muses" that begins Book 20, Montesquieu writes,
"Quand les eaux de votre fontaine sortent du rocher que vous aimez, eUes ne montent pas
dans les airs pour retomber, elles coulent dans la prairie" [When the waters of your fountain
come out of the rock you love, they do not ascend into the air and then fall, but they flow into
the meadow] (Montesquieu, De lEsprit des lots, ed. Laurent Versini [Paris: Gallimard, 1995],
605), while in the immediately following Chapter 1 of Book 20, we find: "Je voudrais couler
sur une riviere tranquiUe; je suis entralne par un torrent" [I would Uke to float on a tranquil
river; I am dragged along by a torrent] (Montesquieu, De I'Esprit des lots, 609). (Pauline Kra,
"L'enchalnement des chapitres de l'«Esprit des lois»," StudiFrancesill [1982], 292-97, 296).
See also her article "Les chaines argumentatives dans YEsprit des lots" in Ea Fortune de
Montesquieu: Montesquieu ecrivain, ed. Louis Desgraves (Bordeaux: Bibliotheque municipale,
1995), 329-28.
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as well as eight new ones (PL 15,22, 77,91,144,157,158,160); I also
take into account the 1758 posthumous edition. It is not cleat to what
extent 1721b represents Montesquieu's intent; Antoine Adam''^
suggested that it might have been an earlier draft published without his
permission. That edition omitted thirteen that appeared in the original
edition (PL 1,5,10,16,25,32,41,42,43,47,65,70,71), and made the
sixth letter the first; the missing thirteen were restored in 1754. Given
this uncertainty,I have not considered what sequential connection may
resMt from its ordering.
As readers of the Letters are well aware, some of them form closer
bonds with their immediate neighbors than do others. The more
closely-associated letters form fifteen clusters that fall into three
categories: (1) A substantial essay divided into chapters, only loosely
related, if at aU, to the plot: PL 10-14 on the Troglod3ites, PL 89—90
on the concept of glory, PL 94—95 on "le droit civU" and "le droit
public," PL 99-100 on the inconstancy of the French, PL 102-04 on
differences between Eastem and Western way of governing, PL 112—22
on the causes of depopulation, and PL 133—37 on Rica's visit to a
monastic library. (2) Letters that are immediately followed in the
sequence by letters written in reply: PL 16-18, Usbek's question about
why Muslims are forbidden pork, and the MuUah's answer; PL 41-43,
an exchange between the First Black Eunuch, Usbek, and Pharan on
whether the latter should be castrated; PL 64—65, in which the First
Black Eunuch informs his master of disorder in the harem and Usbek
addresses a letter to his wives in the hope of calming it; PL 70-71,
Zelis's letter about the bridegroom who refused his bride and Usbek's
reply; PL 105-6, an exchange between Usbek and Rhedi on the
usefulness of arts and sciences; and PL 147-61, a series of letters by
Usbek, the eunuchs, and the wives on the revolt in the harem. (3)
Letters on the same subject sent together the same day either by the
same writer to two correspondents—^PL 20—21, in which Usbek writes
to Zachi and the First White Eunuch about Zachi's—or by two writers
to the same correspondent: PL 24—25, in which Usbek and Rica give
Ibben their first impressions of Paris.

"Antoine Adam, "Introducdon" toMoat£scjmeu,Letirespma«es, ed. Antoine Adam (Geneva:
Droz, 1965), ix.
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Because these clusters are already connected in obvious ways there
is no need to seek secret connections between them.'® Indeed, the fact
that Montesquieu plants hidden allusions throughout each cluster to
the letters on either side suggests that he thought of them as individual
links in the chain. For example, in the unit formed by letters 70-71,
both ZeUs's letter about the bridegroom (PL 70) and Usbek's reply (PL
71) secretly echo letters 69 and 72. ZeUs wrote that the bridegroom
"paraissait content de la figure de la fille, sur le rapport et lapeinture que
lui en avaient fait les femmes qioi I'avaient vue dans son enfance"
[seemed content with the girl's appearance based on the report and the
painting made to him by the women who had seen her when she was a
child] (PL 70: 184). This figurative portrait of the woman by various
hands (the several women who had seen her in her childhood)
responds to, and yet is the opposite of, the composite portrait of
several women made by a single painter in Letter 69: "Les poetes
d'Occident disent qu'un peintre ayant voulu faire le portrait de la deesse
de la beaute, assembla les plus belles Grecques...dont il fit un tout"
[The poets of the West say that a painter\c2S\Xvci^ to make the portrait of
the goddess of beauty, assembled the most beautiful Greek women...
from whom he made a whole] (PL 69: 181). The sentence I have
quoted from Zehs's letter also aUudes to Letter 72, for both the
bridgroom in 70 and the "decider" in 72 are "content de [content
—^bridegroom with the bride's appearance, the decider with himself:
"Je me trouvai I'autre jour dans une compagnie ou je vis un homme
bien content de lui" [I found myself the other day in a company where I
saw a man very content with himself] (PL 72: 186). This echo
underscores the similarity Kra implies, each man apt to be surer of his
own opinions than he ought. The man who quickly decided so many
questions never felt "le moindre doute" [the least doubt] (PL 72:186);
the bridegroom felt no uncertainty about his bride's not being a virgin,
despite the "incertitude [uncertainty]" (PL 71: 185) of the evidence.
The theme of how hard it is to know [connaitre] the truth is a feature

'^Though in fact letters 20 and 21, as well as 24 and 25, do display hidden connections in
addition to their more obvious ones. They can thus be read either way—as either one or two
links in the chain. The same is true of the "fables doubles" of La Fontaine, as I argue in In La
Fontaine's Lal^rinth: A Thread throuij} the Fables (Charlottesville: Rookwood Press, 2000),
20-21, 31-32, 55-56, and 75-77.
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of Letter 71, where "On a beau dire que Ton a des indices certains pour
connaitre la verite" [In vain does one say that there are dependable
indices for knowing the truth] about a woman's virginity because "nos
medecins donnent des raisons invincibles de I'incertitude de ces
preuves" [our physicians give invincible reasons for the uncertainty of
these supposed proofs] (PL 71: 185), and of Letter 72, where the
absurdly self-assured decider "connattra tout a I'heure les rues d'Ispahan
mieux que moi" [wiU soon know the streets of Ispahan better than I]
(PL 72: 186); yet is also central to Letter 69, where even for God "ce
qui n'est point arrive...ne pent etre conni^' [what has not
happened...cannot be known\ (PL 69: 182). Here too, Montesquieu
makes one link in the chain the opposite of its neighbor, for God
cannot know what will happen, while inspectors of a bride's virginity
cannot know what has taken place.
Usbek argues in Letter 69 that God voluntarily limits his know
ledge of the fiimre in order to allow the soul the freedom to act.
"L'ame est I'ouvriere de sa determination: mais il y a des occasions ou
elle est tellement indeterminee, qu'elle ne sait pas meme de quel cote
se determiner. Souvent meme eUe ne le fait que pour faire usage de sa
lihertf [The soul is the servant of its own determination, but there are
times when it is so undecided that it does not know which side to
choose. Often in fact it does so only to make use of its liherty\ (PL 69:182).
In a fascinating parallel, Montesquieu has Usbek describe the
recalcitrant bridegroom through a strikingly similar turn of phrase, as
if to surest a parallel between the freedom of the wiU and the freedom
of a bridegroom to reject his bride: The bridegroom"n'afait que se servir
de la liberie de la loi" \had but availed himself of the liberty granted by law]
(PL 71:185). Of the several occurrences of the word "liberte" in the
Persian Letters these are the only two in which someone makes use of it,
whether by the expression "se servir de" or "faire usage de" or any
equivalent turn of phrase.^'^
Such connections between seemingly unconnected letters confirm
Peter V. Conroy, Jr.'s observation that the Persian Letters are not
"ordered randomly or hapha2ardly. On the contrary, they are often

"In the absence of a concordance to the hettrespersanes, I have searched word occurrences in
the electronic text made available by Pierre Perroud at http://un2sg4.unige.ch/athena/
montesquieu/mon_lp_frame0.html
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juxtaposed with acute intelligence, producing glaring contradictions and
niogical connections that demand further analysis."" The letters can
indeed be profitably read by juxtaposing each to the next. If we do
that, we will hear the echo between "n'a fait que se servir de la liberte"
in PL 71 and "ne le fait que pour faire usage de sa liberte" in PL 69,
which will encourage us to take a closer look and then discover that
Montesquieu is juxtaposing not only East and West but theology and
sex. The delights of his book have yet to be fully known.
Toward that end, here is how the first eighteen letters might be
read (as I have read them in The Art of the Persian Letters, forthcoming
from the University of Delaware Press):
PL 1 / PL 2. Why did Usbek leave Persia? That question is
addressed in the first of the Persian Letters. "Rica et moi," Usbek writes,
"sommes peut-etre les premiers, parmi les Persans, que I'envie de
savoir aitfaitsortirdt leur pays" [Rica and I are perhaps the first among
the Persians whom the desire to know has caused to emerge from their
country] (PL 1: 51). Though they were born in a pleasant and
prosperous land, he adds, "nous n'avons pas cm que ses homes fussent
celles de nos connaissances" [we did not believe that its boundaries
were those of our knowledge]. Usbek can seize the opportunity to
break out of boundaries, but neither his eunuchs nor his wives are as
fortunate. "Souviens-toi toujours du neant d'ou je t'aifaitsortirlorsc^e
tu etais le dernier de mes esclaves" [Always remember the nothingness
from which I causedjou to emerge, when you were the least of my slaves],
he tells the First Black Eunuch in the second Letter, "pour te mettre en
cette place, et te confier les delices de mon coeur" [in order to place
you in this position, and to entmst you with the delights of my heart]
(PL 2: 52). The First Black Eunuch may have been brought out of
nothingness by his elevation to the high honor of guarding the harem,
but he is still bound by the chains of race, servitude and his castrated
state. As for the wives, "Si les femmes que tu gardes" pf the women
whom you guard], Usbek reminds him, 'Voulaient sortirde leur dcvok,
tu leur en ferais perdre I'esperance" [wanted to depart from their doty, you
will make them abandon hope] (PL 2: 52) by punishing any deviant
behavior. Montesquieu's language underscores the parallel, and the

"Peter V. Conroy, Jr., Montesquieu Revisited (New York; Twayne, 1992): 36.
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contrast of opposites, between Usbek and Rica on the one hand, who
were led by the desire for knowledge to "sortir de leur [emerge from
their]" country and who can do so, and on the other the wives who
may wish to "sortir de leur" [depart from their] duty but who will be
prevented from doing so. It underscores as well the contrast between
two travelers, whom the desire for knowledge has "fait sortir [caused
to emerge]" out of their origins, and the chief black eunuch, whom
Usbek has "fait sortir" [caused to emerge] out of his, only to remain
imprisoned by his geographical, social, and sexual limitations. In fact,
when Usbek writes in Letter 1 that he and Rica are the first Persians
whom the desire to know has "fait sortir de leur" [caused to emerge
from] country, a connection is being forged to two distinct passages in
Letter 2: "fait sortir" [caused to emerge] to the passage in which Usbek
teUs the eunuch to always remember that he brought him out of
nothingness, and "sortir de leur [emerge from their]" to the one in
which he reminds him of the need to prevent the wives from departing
from their duty of blind obedience.
Are such echoing words important? Not if they appear aU over
the place, as words like "fait," "de," "leur," or "sortir" individually tend
to do. But what if certain combinations of those words, like "fait
sortir" and "sortir de leur," were relatively rare? What if they only
appeared, say, twice in a text of some length like the Persian 'Letters'^
Even that might be devoid of interest, for who would care if such
combinations appeared in otherwise unrelated parts of the text, one
for example in Letters 7 and 17 and another in Letters 98 and 132?
But consider another case. What if each of the two letters in
which they appear were connected in some way? If the connection
were contextual, that is if the same topic were discussed in Letters 7
and 17, and if another topic were discussed in both Letters 98 and 132,
we probablywouldn't find that very interesting. After aU, certain words
are already connected to certain topics, and some of them are likely to
crop up whenever the topic is brought up. But what if the connection
between the letters had nothing to do with the topic? What if instead
of being contextual it were structural—and what if it were a consistent
feature of the book? Wouldn't we then entertain the possibility that
the echoing effect, doubled by the book's stmcture, was interesting and
worthy of investigation?
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This is what happens in the Persian Letters, and in Letters 1 and 2
the twice-occurring phrases "fait sortir" and "sortir de leur" provide an
introductory example. For those particular combinations (that is, "fait
sortir" as distinguished from "fit sortir," "faites sortir," or "fasse
sortir") appear nowhere else in the book.
There is another connection to consider, at least in this case: the
one between what the recurring words say and what they do. Like
Usbek and Rica, the phrase "sortir de leur" leaves home and takes up
residence somewhere else. Like travelers changing their environs from
Persia to Paris, the phrase changes its context: from the desire of two
Asians to acquire more knowledge than they can within the boundaries
in which they were placed ("que I'envie de savoir ait fait sortir de leur
pays"[whom the desire to know has caused to emerge from their country])
to the desire of some women to break out of the rules with which
those travelers (Usbek at least) oppress them ("Si les femmes...voulaient sorfir de leur devoir"[Tf the women.. .wanted to depart from their
duty]).
Yet another connection su^ests itself too, at least in this initial
instance: the one between these echoing words and their readers. For
are not those readers also invited to "sortir de leur"[emerge from their]
normal boundaries, out of the customary lines of demarcation that
separate one letter from another as Montesquieu's book is usually read?
Like Usbek and Rica, might readers not be well advised to say, with
reference to the letters, "nous n'avons pas cm que ses bornes fussent
celles de nos connaissances"[we have not believed that its boundaries
were those of our knowledge]? Is not the continual work of comparing
one place with another what the book is in fact about? Usbek and Rica
are incessantly comparing and contrasting (and finding hidden
similarities between) Persian and Parisian politics, lifestyles, attitudes,
and sexual mores. If the book, as I intend to make clear, is built on a
secret chain of sequential echoes, would that not mean that its structure
was in harmony with its story?'®

'Tassing beyond boundaries is central to Montesquieu's esthetic, as he expresses it in "Essai
sur le gout pssay on taste]": "Comme nous aimons a voir un grand nombre d'objets, nous
voudrions etendre notre vue, etre en plusieurs lieux; parcourir plus d'espace; enfin notre ame
fiiit les bornes" [Because we love to see a great number of things, we would like to extend our
field of vision, to be in several places, to travel farther; that is, our soul flees boundaries]
(Montesquieu, Oeuvres completes,ed. Daniel Oster, 846). To include in our field of vision more
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The Letters will prove remarkably faithful to this structure of
sequential echoes, a fact doubly true of the next instance a reader with
an eye for this sort of thing might encounter. At the first of those
boundaries Montesquieu seems to be encouraging us to cross over,
between the end of the first letter and the beginning of the second, we
find that the last words of Letter 1, "tu as un ami fideW ]you have a
faithful friend] (PL 1:51), are reflected in the first words of Letter 2,"Tu
es le gardien fidele" \You are the faithful guardian] (PL 2: 52). If ever a
clue were planted to catch a reader's attention, it would be such a one
as this. Its placement is remarkable in two senses, both within the
sequence, as it connects the first of many connecting pairs of sequential
letters, and in the particular letters in which its two halves appear, since
the latter are as close to each other as they could possibly be and still
be in different letters. Closer that is and easier to see at a glance than
if they had appeared at the beginning of the first letter and the end of
the second, or at the beginning of both, or at the end of both, or
somewhere other than at a beginning and an end. The echo is not
limited to the repetition of the words "tu" and "fidele" but is evident
as well in the way the clauses are constmcted. Both consist of "tu"
plus a verb plus a noun completing the verb followed by the modifying
adjective "fidele." Like "sortir de leur" and "fait sortir," "tu" and
"fidele" will never again appear in the same sentence.
The context of "tu as / es un...fidele" changes from Letter 1,
where it is simply the closing salutation to Usbek's friend Rustan, to its
appearance in Letter 2, where it sets the tone for his instructions to the
First Black Etmuch in governing the wives. But changingcontexts will
not surprise us; rather, we should be disappointed if it were not despite
a changed context that the words—or the situation—^were persisting.
PL 2 / PL 3. Usbek closes the letter to the chief black eunuch
with an expression of nostalgia for his wives. "Je voudrais les repoirdans
ce lieu charmant qu'elles embeUissent" [I would like to see them again in
that charming place they embellish] (PL 2: 53). His words are soon
echoed by one of those wives in the next letter, who claims to wax
nostalgic over her absent lord and master: "J'errais d'appartements en
appartements, te cherchant toujours Tantot je me vqyais en ce lieu ou.

than one letter at a time, as the Persian hettersinvite us to do, is one way of responding to that
desire.
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pour la premiere fois de ma vie, je te re9us dans mes bras" [I wandered
from room to room, always seeking you... .Sometimes I saw myself in
that place where, for the lirst time in my life, I received you in my arms]
(PL 3: 53). The combination of "[rejvoir" and "ce lieu" in these two
passages can only be found in these two letters. These echoing words
point to an echoing yet opposite pair of situations. They are opposite
in two ways: (1) The desired in one letter is the desirer in the other; (2)
Usbek looks ahead to seeing his wives in the future; one of his wives
looks back to when she had seen Usbek in the past.
The letters are also connected by the repetition "ce lieu / ces
lieux." It is almost as if in writing Letter 3 Zachi had before her eyes
the last Mne of Letter 2, which Usbek did not address to her, and which
was written a month later (Letter 2: April 18, 1711; Letter 3: March
11, 1711). As if the "lieu charmant" in which he wished to see his
wives became the theme that would inspire her letter: "Comment
aurais-je pu vivre, cher Usbek, dans ton serail dTspahan? dans ces lieux
qui, me rappelant sans cesse mes plaisirs passes, irritaient tons les jours
mes desks avec une nouvelle violence?" [How could I live, dear Usbek,
in your Ispahan seraglio? In these places that, ceaselessly recalling to me
my past pleasures, aroused my deskes every day with new violence?]
(PL 3: 53).
She had begun her letter with the news that she and the other
wives had commanded the head eunuch to take them for an outing in
the country, hence the somewhat defensive tone of the passage quoted
above, which immediately follows her account of the excursion. Zachi
claims that it was her passion for Usbek that compelled her to come
out of the seraglio's walls (in an officially sanctioned manner: the
women were transported in enclosed boxes, safe from anyone's gaze).
The reader who approaches these letters in the order in which
Montesquieu presents them (reading the one written April 18 before
that of March 11) may weU notice that at the close of Letter 2 Usbek
had just been suggesting to the Fkst Black Eunuch that "Si eUes
veulent aller a la caf?pagne, tu peux les y menei^ [If they want to go to the
countryside, you can take them there] (PL 2: 52—53) It is as if Zachi and
the other wives had taken him up on the suggestion, even if it wasn't
addressed to them (and was made more than a month after they took
it up). I had to reread these passages several times before I realized
that not only does "a la campagne" appear in both, which is hardly
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surprising, but that so does "mener," in the very first sentence of Letter
3: "Nous avons ordonne au chef des eunuques de nous mener a la
campagne" [We order the head eunuch to take us to the countryside (PL 3:
53). In no other letter does "mener" appear with "a la campagne."
PL 3 / PL 4. Zachi weeps: "mes larmes coulent" \my tears flow]
(PL 3: 55); and so does another of Usbek's wives, Zephis, in the next
letter: "je ne veux d'autre garant de ma conduite, que toimeme.. .et.. .mes larmei' p propose no other guarantee of my conduct
than yourself...and...(PL4:55). No other woman's tears wiU
be described as "mes larmes" (the phrase does appear in Letter 67, but
with respect to a man's tears). Yet the reason for tears in Letter 4 is
entirely different from the reason for tears in Letter 3. The First Black
Eunuch had taken away Zephis's slave Zelide, "qui me sert avec tant
d'affection" [who serves me with so much affection] she writes, "et
dont les adroites mains portent partout les omements et les graced [and
whose adroit hands everywhere bear ornaments and^rarer] (PL 4: 55).
Though the complaint is different, the language is the same, for in
Letter 3 Zachi had written of ornaments and graces too, and she was
not talking about Zelide. She was recalling a dispute among the
women in which they presented themselves before Usbek,
apres avoir epuise tout ce que I'imagination peut fournir de
parures et d'omements: tu vis avec plaisir les miracles de notre
art
Mais tu fis bientot ceder ces charmes empruntes a des
graces plus naturelles; tu detruisis tout notre ouvrage: il fallut
nous depouiller de ces omements, qui t'etaient devenus
incommodes; il fallut paraitre a ta vue dans la simplicite de la
nature [Qhaque grace nouveUe te demandait un tribut.
[after having exhausted aU that imagination can furnish of
finery and ornaments', you viewed with pleasure the miracles
of our art
But soon you made those borrowed charms
yield to more natatai.graces; you undid our work: We had to
divest ourselves of those ornaments, which you found
inconvenient; we had to present ourselves to your gaze in the
simplicity of nature....Each new grace demanded from you a
tribute.] (PL 3: 53—54)
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The combination of "graces" and "omements" will appear in no other
letter in the same sentence. It will appear only once more in the book
at all, in the story of Anai's told in Letter 141, in two separate sentences
and not, as in both Letters 3 and 4, in a single one. The contexts in
which these ornaments and graces appear are totally unconnected.
Zephis in Letter 4 complains that the eunuch was unjustly suspecting
her of a Lesbian relationship with Zelide. A revelation in Letter 20 will
allow us to see what Zephis is really alluding to (though not in such a
way that Usbek would understand) when she so glowingly praised in
Letter 4 the ornaments and graces to be found in Zelide's agile hands.
Usbek in Letter 20 will complain to Zachi of "les familiarities que vous
preniez avec la jeune Zelide etaient contre la bienseance" [the
familiarities that you took with the young Zelide were against decorum]
(PL 20: 86). Zachi and Zephis are both deprived of ornaments, Zachi
of those that adorned her body, Zephis of those Zelide provided.
Traditionally, close readings often detect this sort of repetition in
different contexts, though traditionally practitioners of explication de
texte have limited their field of exploration to single texts, such as the
individual letters among the Persian Letters. Letter 3 offers a good
example: In recounting how Usbek removed the ornaments his wives
were wearing, Zachi writes: In writing"Nous te vimes longtemps errer
d'enchantements en enchantements" [We saw you wander for a long
time from enchantment to enchantment] (PL 3: 54) she repeats her
own words from earlier in the letter: "J'errais d'appartements en
appartements" [1 wandered from room to room] (PL 3: 53). Such a
repetition might encourage the reader to place Zachi's lovelorn
wandering alongside Usbek's more satisfying wandering, contrasting
the lack she experienced with the abundance he enjoyed, her despair
with his satiety. Perhaps we ought to credit Zachi with a gift for irony.
The linguistic echo between the "graces.. .ornements" of Letter 3
and "les ornements et les graces" of Letter 4 can bear some closer
inspection, for it can lead us to see a subtle play of oppositions. In
Letter 3, one of the terms is opposed to the other, for the "ornements"
are not natural, while the "graces" are. The "ornements" are "ces
charmes empmntes"—evidently the jewelry the wives were
wearing—and they had to be removed for Usbek's greater pleasure: "11
fallut nous depouiller de ces omements" [we had to divest ourselves of
those ornaments]. In opposition to this, the two terms when they
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appear in Letter 4 are together part of the same expresson: Zelide's
adroit hands "portent partout les ornements et les graces" [bear
everywhere ornaments et graces]. Here, the word "ornements" has
changed meaning. No longer does it denote borrowed charms but
rather aspects of a woman's natural beauty and way of conducting
herself on a par with her graces. Given the homosexual context, it
would appear that the ornaments and graces to be found in Zelide's
hands are what she can do with those hands in Lesbian lovemaking.
Unlike the ornaments and graces in Letter 3, they are not visual, but
tactile; not to be seen but felt; not static but in motion. Another
opposition on the anecdotal level is that provided by the homosexual
context the two terms have in Letter 3 vs. their homosexual one in
Letter 4.
PL 4 / PL 5. With Letter 5 we leave the concerns of the seraglio.
A friend in Persia writes Usbek to say that he is greatly missed, that
people are wondering why he left, and the Rica's mother is inconsolable
over the loss of her son, whom Usbek has taken as a traveling
companion. She "est inconsolable; elle te demande sonfils,que tu lui as,
dit-elle, mkvf [is inconsolable;she demands you her son back,whom she
says you have taken from heT\ (PL 5:56). Her loss parallels Zephis's, who
complained in Letter 4 that the Chief Black Eunuch "veut.. .m'otermon
esclave Zelide [wants.. Jo take mj slave Zelidefrom m^" (PL 4: 55).
Another parallel is that Usbek in Letter 5 and Zephis in Letter 4 are
both the victims of aspersions cast on their conduct. Rustan reports
that Usbek's departure is the talk of all Ispahan. "Les uns I'attribuent
a une legerete d'esprit, les autres a quelque chagrin: tes amis seuls te
defendent, et Us ne persuadent personne" [Some attribute it to a whim,
others to some sadness; only your friends dfrendjou, and they persuade
no one] (PL 5: 56). Zephis too is in need of defense, in her case against
the First Black Eunuch's attacks on her conduct toward her slave
Zelide: "U faut que je m'j defendd' [I must defend myself (PL 4: 55). The
eunuch "veut regarder comme criminels les motifs de ma
confiance... .Ma retraite, ni ma vertu, ne sauraient me mettre a I'abri de
ses soupgons extravagants [insists on viewing my motives as criminal
Neither my isolation nor my virtue can shelter me from extravagant
suspicions]" (PL 4: 55).
PL 5 / PL 6. Though in Letter 5 some Persians thought that
Usbek may have decided to leave Persia because of "quelque chagrin"
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[some sadness] (PL 5: 56) he suffered there, in Letter 6 just the
opposite happens. He is "devore de chagrins" [consumed by sadness]
(PL 6: 57) because he has left Persia, for he longs for the wives he left
behind. He returns to his grief in the letter's conclusion: "Je depose
en ton coeur tons mes chagrins, mon cher Nessir: c'est la seule consolation
qui me reste" [1 place in your heart all my sadness, my dear Nessir: this
is the only consolation I have left] (PL 6: 57). His need to be consoled
recalls the "inconsolable" state in which he left Rica's mother in Letter
3.
In Letter 5 Rustan complains to Usbek, "On ne peut comprendre
que tu puisses quitter tes femmes, tes parents, tes amis, tapatrie" [No
one can understand how you can leave your wives, your family,
friends, jour homeland\ (PL 5: 56). This Ust is answered by a very similar
list in Letter 6, when Usbek writes of his concern for what he left
behind: "Ma patrie, ma famdle, mes amis, se sont presentes a mon
esprit" [My homeland, my family, mjfriends, presented themselves to my
mind] (PL 6: 57). Nowhere else do "amis" and "patrie" appear
together in a list. The rarity of the event is increased by the echoing
"tes" and "ta" and "mes" and "ma" that precede them. The two other
terms in Rustan's list, "tes femmes" and "tes parents," also reappear in
Usbek's, "tes parents" as "ma famille" and "tes femmes" as "mes
femmes" when Usbek goes on to say, "Mais ce qui afflige le plus mon
coeur, ce sont mes femmes" [But what most afflicts my heart is my
wives] (PL 6: 57).
Were it not that in Letter 6 Usbek is writing to Nessir and not
Rustan, author of Letter 5 (and were it not for the dates, which are only
a month apart), one might think that 6 was a reply to 5, so closely does
it reflect its language.
PL 6 / PL 7. Letters 6 and 7 form a study in contrasts. In one,
Usbek declares that he does not love his wives: "Ce n'est pas, Nessir,
que je les aime: je me trouve, a cet egard, dans une insensibilite qui ne
me laisse point de desks" [It is not, Nessk, that I love them: I find
myself, with regard to that, in an insensibility that leaves me with no
deskes] (PL 6: 57). In the other, one of his wives declares her undying
love for him: "je ne vis que pour t'adorer.. .et ton absence, bien loin
de te fake oublier, animerait mon amour, s'il pouvait devenk plus
violent" [I live only to worship you...and your absence, far from
making me forget you, would arouse my love to greater violence, if that
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were possible] (PL 7: 60). Usbek writes of the tenderness he feels for
his country, his family, his friends—^but not for his wives: "Ma patrie,
ma famille, mes amis, se sont presentes a mon esprit: ma tendresse s'est
reveillee" [My homeland, my family, my friends, all presented
themselves to my mind: my affectionvj2& awakened] (PL 6: 57). Fatme,
on the other hand, describes herself as a wife who "n'etait occupee que
du soin de te dormer des preuves de sa tendresse" [was concerned only
with giving you proofs of heraffection\ (PL 7: 58). The "ma tendresse"
in Letter 6 is answered by the "sa tendresse" of Letter 7 (a "sa" that is
really a "ma" since Fatme is actually alluding to herself in the third
person) in the only two instances in the Persian Letters in which
"tendresse" is accompanied by a possessive adjective. Of course,
Fatme is not in fact responding to Usbek's letter, which he wrote to
someone else. Nor could Usbek when he wrote Letter 6 on 2 Jrme
1711 have been influenced in any way by Fatme's letter, dated 12 May
1711, for he could not have received it until October 1711 at the
earliest.
Usbek's declaration that he finds himself "dans une insensihilite
ne me laisse point de desiri' [in an insensihiliy that leaves me with no
desires\ (PL 6: 57) centers on two terms that reappear in Fatme's letter:
"vous nous traitez comme si nous etions insensibles-, et vous seriez bien
faches que nous le fussions: vous croyez que nos desirs, si longtemps
mortifies, seront irrites a votre vue" [you treat us asif we were insensible:,
and would be very angry if we were: you believe that our desires,
deadened for so long, will be aroused at the sight of you] (PL 7:59-60).
Evidentiy Usbek and Fatme are speaking the same language, though
they do not realize it. The most striking instance of this is the way
Usbek's declaration that "de ma ftoideur meme, il sort vme jalousie
secrete qui me devore" [out of my coldness itself, there comes a secret
jealousy that devours md[ (PL 6: 57) is echoed by Fatme: "le feu, qui me
devore, dissipe lui-meme ces enchantements et rappeUe mes esprits" [the
fire that devours me\ss,edidissipates these enchantments and calls back my
spirits] (PL 7: 59). The phrase "qui me devore" appears in no other
letter. Both are devoured, but by opposites: Usbek by "froideur"
[coldness], Fatme by "feu" [fire].
PU 7 / PL, 8. Letter 8, addressed to Rustan, is Usbek's response
to Letter 5, in which his Persian friend demanded to know why he had
left his homeland. Yet the letter responds in secret ways to Letter 7 as
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well. In her declaration of love, Fatme had told of trying to pretend
that Usbek had not actually left. "Je cours tout le serail, comme si tu
y etais; je ne suis point desabusee" |1 run through the entire seraglio as
if you were there; I am not disabused] (PL 7: 58). She prepared herself
for him as if he might at any time summon her to his bed: "Quoique
je ne doive etre vue de personne, et que les ornements dont je me pare
sont inutiles a ton bonheur, je cherche cependant a m'entretenir dans
I'habitude de plaire: je ne me couche point que je ne me sois parfumee
[Although no one can see me, and the ornaments I wear can in no way
contribute to your happiness, I nevertheless seek to keep myself in the
habit of pleasing: I always go to bed perfumed]" (PL 7: 59). She does
these things in order to trick herself into believing that her beloved is
stiU present.
Despite different circumstances, Usbek in Letter 8 reports that he,
too, behaved in such a way that he began to believe for real what he
was only pretending to believe: 'Je feignis un grand attachement pour
les sciences: et, a force de le feindre, 11 me vint reellement [I feigned a
great attachment for the sciences, and by the effort of feigning, I
indeed developed one]" (PL 8: 60-61). Like Fatme, Usbek did not
intend for what he pretended to believe to come true, yet it did.
He had feigned such an interest in order to provide a cover for his
departure from the Persian court, from which he had exiled himself
because he had made enemies by being too honest: "je deconcertai /a
jlatterie, et j'etonnai en meme temps les adorateurs et I'idole [I
confounded flattery, and surprised at the same time both the adorers and
the idol]" (PL 8: 60). The themes of adoration and flattery had also
appeared in Fatme's letter: "un songe flatteur...m& seduit...; mon
imagination. ..seflatte dans ses esperances.. .je ne vis que pour dadored'
[a flattering dream...seduced me; my imagination..itself in its
hopes.. .1 live only to adore you] (PL 7: 59, 60).
PL, 8 / PL 9. Usbek's situation at the Persian court, where "je vis
que ma sincerite m'avait fait ties ennemis-, que je m'etais attire la jalousie
ties ministres, sans avoir lafaveurdu^xmce" [I saw that my sincerity had
made enemies, that I had drawn upon myself the jealousy of the
ministers, without having the favor of the monarch] (PL 8: 60),
anticipates the situation in which his First Eunuch wiU find himself
once Usbek has departed Persia: "je ne suis jamais sur d'etre un instant
dans lafavourde mon maitre: j'ai autant dlennemies dans son coeur, qui ne
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songent qu'a me perdre" [I am never sure of being for an instant in the
favor oi my master; I have all those enemies in his heart, who only desire
my ruin] (PL 9:65) The Eunuch's enemies are Usbek's wives, and the
master of whose favor he is so uncertain is Usbek himself. Usbek
"feigni[t] im grand attachement pour les sciences" [feigned a great
attachment for the sciences] (PL 8: 60); in almost identical terms, the
First Eunuch reports, "je semble vouloir leur faire entendre que je n'ai
d'autre motif que leur propre interet, et m grand attachement pour
[I seem to want to make them understand that I have no other
motivation that their own interest, and a great attachment for them] (PL
9: 64), meaning the wives. His "seeming" to want them to understand
that he has a great attachment for them parallels Usbek's "feigning" a
great attachment for the sciences. The phrase "un grand attachement
pour," as one might expect, appears only in these two letters.
The causal connection made in Letter 8 between feigning and
attachment is repeated in another passage in Letter 9; "elles m'attachent
derriere leur porte, et m'y enchainent nuit et jour. Elles savent bien
feindre des maladies, des defaHlances, des frayeurs" [they tie me up behind
their door, and chain me there night and day. They know so well how
tofeign illness, faintness, fears] (PL 9: 64). The tying up and enchaining
are not literal, but all the more significant for that: It is the feigning
itself on the wives' part that gives rise to the "attachement." Their
incessant feigning to be indisposed effectively keeps the Eunuch at
their beck and call, tied up in a figurative sense at their door. In both
Letters 8 and 9, feigning results in attachment, but in quite different
ways. Thus does Montesquieu plant a sly joke for those who have eyes
to see.
Ph,9 / PL 10—14. The subject seems to abmptly change in Letter
10, in which a friend back home in Persia puts a philosophical problem
to Usbek: "Hier on mit en question, si les hommes etaient heureux par
les plaisirs et les satisfactions des sens, ou par la pratique de la vertu?
Je t'ai souvent oui dire que les hommes etaient nes pour etre
vertueux... .Expliquez-moi, je te prie, ce que tu veux dire" [Yesterday
we were debating whether men were made happy by pleasures and the
satisfaction of the senses, or by the practice of virtue. I have often
heard you say that men were born to be virtuous....Explain to me
please what you mean] (PL 10: 66). Usbek will reply with the allegory
of the Troglodytes, which will take up the next four letters. As closely
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connected as Letter 10 will therefore be with Letters 11-14, since they
are the answer to the quesdon it poses, it nevertheless contains some
intriguing connections with Letter 9. When Mirza writes that he has
often heard Usbek assert that men "etaient ties pour htxe vertueux" [were
bom to be virtuous] (PL 10: 66) it soimds strangely like what the reader
has just seen the First Eunuch assert with regard to the wives over
whom Usbek placed him: "Je me souviens toujours que ]'etais nepour
les commander" [I always remember that I was bom to command them]
(PL 9: 63). The expression "ne[s] pour" appears in no other letter; the
imperfect of "etre" that precedes it increases the resemblance. Of
course, the eunuch was not in fact born to command Usbek's wives, as
he was not born a eunuch; yet ironically he seems to regain something
akin to his natural state when he exercises his command: "il me semble
que je redeviens homme, dans des occasions ou je leur commande
encore" [it seems to me that I become a man again when I command
them] (PL 9: 63).
The terms that figure in Mirza's question, "plaisirs" and
"satisfactions" contrasted with "vertu," also figure in the eunuch's
account of his life as a eunuch and his role in governing Usbek's
harem. After his castration he had hoped to be delivered from his sex
drive "par I'impuissance de le satirfaire" [by the inability to satisfy it] (PL
9: 62). But he found that he still suffered from erotic urges. He had
consented to castration for the sake of bettering his position in the
hierarchy of servitude, but later regretted that decision. "Malheureux
que j'etais! mon esprit preoccupe me faisait voir le dedommagement, et
non pas la perte" [Wretch that I was! My preoccupied mind made me
see the compensation, and not the loss] (PL 9: 62). Compensation and
loss (or absence) are the terms with which Mirza begins Letter 10, even
before he gets around to posing his philosophical question: "Tu etais
le seul qui put me dedommagerde I'absence de Rica" [Tou were the only
one who could compensate me for Rica's absence] (PL 10: 66). Yet the
First Eunuch finds a compensation for the loss of the ability to satisfy
his sexual demands in the form of another sort of —^pleasure: "le
plaisirds. me faire obeir me donne une joie secrete.. .et il m'en revient
toujours une satifyaction indirecte;.. .mon ambition.. .se satifyait vcn. peu.
Je vois avec plaisir que tout roule sur moi" [the pleasure of making
myself obeyed gives me a secret joy.. .and I always derive an indirect
satisfaction-,...my ambition.. .satifyies itself a little. I see with pleasure that
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everything revolves around me] (PL 9: 63). He takes pleasure in
thwarting the pleasure of the wives: "elles me trouvent au-devant de
tous leurs plaisirs les plus innocents" [they find me standing in the way
of aU their most innocent pleasure^ (PL 9: 63). And he opposes
pleasure to virtue—as Mirza will in Letter 10, wondering whether men
were made happy "par les plaisirs et les satisfactions des sens, ou par
la pratique de la verttf^ [by pleasures and the satisfaction of the senses,
or by the practice of virtu^ (PL 10: 66: "Je n'ai jamais dans la bouche
que les mots de devoir, de vertu, de pudeur, de modestie [I never have
in my mouth but the words duty, virtue, propriety, modesty]" (PL 9:64).
Jean Starobinski observes that both Mirza and the first eunuch talk of
virtue but give it different senses: "One wiU note the difference that
separates the political meaning of the word virtue, and the meaning it
assumes in what Usbek and the eunuchs say to the wives.""
The sixth paragraph of the Eunuch's letter (PL 9) is particularly
rich in anticipations of Mirza's (PL 10). It is from that paragraph that
I have taken the immediately preceding quotations about pleasure,
satisfaction, and virtue, as well as the line about the eunuch's claim of
having been "born to" command, anticipating Mirza's recollection of
Usbek's talk about men being "born to" be virtuous. The eunuch's
declaration that he observes with pleasure "que tout route rarmoi" [that
everything revolves around me] (PL 9: 63) anticipates Mirza's telling
Usbek that "nos disputes roulent ordinairement sur la morale" [our
discussions usually revolve around morality] (PL 10: 66). In no other
letters of the original edition does any form of "rouler sur" appear.
Letter 11 is the first in the sequence to constitute a reply to the
one immediately before it. Mirza's request in Letter 10 that Usbek
explain his assertion that men were bom to be virtuous elicits a reply
that actually continues for four letters,in which Usbek tells the parable
of the Troglodytes, a mythical people who emerged out of a brutish
state of nature to form a social contract. Letters 10 through 14 are thus
aU of a piece, a question (PL 10) followed by its four-installment
allegorical answer (PL 11-14), forming a single unit in the chain.

"In his notes to the Folio edition (Montesquieu, Lettrespersanes, ed. Jean Starobinski [Paris:
GaUimard / Folio, 1973], 424n (my translation). Future references willbe given parenthetically
in the text.
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PL 10-14 / PL 16-18. Letter 15, from the Supplement of 1754,
is not part of the original sequence. I wiU discuss its place in the
revised chain, but first I will analyze this part of the sequence as it
appeared in the first edition, without that letter.
Letters 16-18, like Letters 10-14, form a unit. In 16, Usbek writes
to the Mullah Mehemet-Ali in order to initiate a correspondence,
hinting that he is suffering from spiritual problems. In 17, written nine
days later, also addressed to the Mullah, he says that he has become so
impatient he cannot wait for a response to his first letter (which would
take months), and so goes ahead and asks the questions that had been
bothering him: Why does the Prophet forbid us to eat pork and certain
other meats? Why are we forbidden to touch a corpse? Why must we
be ceaselessly washing our bodies? The MuUah replies in Letter 18
with an outlandish story about a pig on Noah's ark being born from
elephant excrement, a rat from the pig's nose, and a cat from a lion's,
rendering them unclean.
In Letters 11—14, Usbek answered someone else's question; in
Letter 18, someone answers his. In the process he trades in the role of
wise explicator for that of perplexed questioner. Mirza was to Usbek
in Letters 10-14 as Usbek is to Mehemet-Ali in Letters 16—18. Usbek
had begun his reply to Mirza with a mild reproach: "Tu renonces a ta
raison pour essayer le mienne" [You give up on your reasoning powers to
try mine] (PL 11: 66). But in Letter 17 he finds himself precisely in
Mirza's situation, giving up on his own reasoning powers: "je sens que
ma raison s'egare; ramene-la dans le droit chemin" [I feel ny reason
straying; bring it back to the right path] (PL 17: 79).
To answer Mirza's questions, Usbek had recourse to a story; to
answer Usbek's, the Mullah does exactly the same thing: he tells a
story. Montesquieu has arranged his sequence of letters so that we are
invited to compare Mirza's questions with Usbek's, and Usbek's storyfor-an-answer with the MuUah's. The questions are even to some egree
couched in the same terms. Mirza was asking what is the proper role
of "les satisfactions des sen/' [the satisfactions ofthesenses\ (PL 10: 66).
In his question to the Mullah, Usbek asks what role the senses are to be
granted in determining what is clean and unclean:
II me semble que les choses ne sont en eUes-meme ni pures,
ni imputes....La boue ne nous parait sale, que parce qu'elle
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blesse notte vue, ou quelque autre de nos sem....Les sens,
divin moUak, doivent done etre les seuls juges de la purete,
ou de I'impurete des choses? Mais, comme les objets
n'affectent point les hommes de la meme maniere...il suit
que le temoignage des sens ne peut servir ici de regie: a moins
qu'on ne dise que chacun peut, a sa fantaisie, decider ce
point...Mais cela meme...ne renverserait-U pas les
distinctions etablies par notre divin prophete et les points
fondamentaux de la loi qui a ete ecrite de la main des anges?
[It seems to me that things are in themselves neither pure nor
impure....Mud only appears to us to be dirty because it
offends our sight, or some other of our rmw....Should the
senses, divine Mullah, then be the sole judges of the purity or
impurity of things? But since objects by no means affect
men in the same way.. .it follows that the evidence of the senses
cannot here serve as a rule; unless one should say that each
may, according to his fancy, decide the ques
tion But.. .would that not overturn the distinctions estab
lished by our divine prophet and the fundamental points of
the law written by the hand of angels?] (PL 17: 79, 80)

Usbek's situation parallels that arrived at in the conclusion of the story
of the Troglodytes who, having achieved a just and virmous
community, demand a king. The wise man they asked to serve in that
capacity reproached them for preferring someone else's laws to those
arising naturally from their own virtue:
Dans I'etat ou vous etes, n'ayant point de chef, il faut que
vous soye2 vertueux malgre vous... .Mais ce joug vous parait
trop dur: vous aimez mieux etre soumis a un prince, et obeir
a ses /o/r moins rigides que vos moeurs....Voulez-vous qu'
[un Troglodyte] fasse une action vertueuse, parce que je la lui
commande, lui qui la ferait tout de meme sans moi, et par le
seul penchant de la nature? [In your present state, having no
chief, you must be virtuous in spite of yourselves....But this
yoke seems too burdensome to you; you prefer to submit
yourselves to a monarch and obey his laws, less demanding
than your mores....Do you want a Troglodyte to perform a
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virtuous deed because I order him to do it, he who would
perform it aU the same without me by namral inclination
alone?] (PL 14: 76)
The natural senses on the basis of which we might decide what is clean
or unclean correspond to the "penchant de la nature" [natural
inclination] by which questions of conduct might be decided, and "la
/oi qui a ete ecrite de la main des anges" [the law written by the hand of
angels] to which Usbek as a good Muslim must submit corresponds to
the laws a Troglod5^e sovereign would impose. With the difference
that, in Usbek's view, our senses would naturally give rise to different
estimations of what was clean and unclean while the Troglodytes'
natural penchant would apparently lead inevitably to the same virtuous
action as the one the monarch would have imposed.
On a lighter note, Usbek's first words to the Mullah Mehemet-Ali,
described in the letter's heading as "Gardien des Trois Tombeaux"
[Guardian of the Three Tombs] are probably a joking allusion to the
origin of the Troglodytes' name. As Montesquieu undoubtedly was
aware, troglodyte in Greek means "hole-dweller": "Pourquoi vis-tu dans
les tombeaux, divin moUak? Tu es bien plus fait pour le sejour des
etoiles" [Why do you live in the tombs, divine Mullah? You are better
suited to dwell among the stars] (PL 16: 78). The tomb-dwelling
Mullah, in other words, is himself a species of troglodyte.
PL 10-14 / PL 15 (1754). In Letter 15, added in 1754, the First
Eunuch writes to Jaron, a black eunuch accompanying Usbek on his
westward joumey. It is the first to be encountered of the fourteen new
letters that would evenmally find their way into the book (three in
1721b, eleven in 1754), though not the first to be added, as 111, 124,
and 145 appeared in 1721b. In the underlying plot of the novel. Letter
15 is connected with the second new 1754 letter, 22, in which Jaron
writes to the First Eunuch. In 22, Jaron will announce that Usbek has
decided to send all his black eunuchs back to Persia, to deal with some
misbehavior in the harem that will be disclosed in Letters 20—21. It
seems likely that Montesquieu wanted to add the detail of the black
eunuchs returning home, and to do so had to insert Letter 22, and that
to set up 22, he had to put in Letter 15.
Letter 15 wiU aUow us our first opportunity to address the
question, if Montesquieu wrote the first edition with a secret chain
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connecting the letters, did he maintain that chain by adding new
connections when he added new letters?
The answer is clearly yes. The castration Jaron underwent, and
which the First Eunuch in Letter 15 recalls, emerges as a parallel to the
change the Troglodytes underwent when they abandoned the mores of
virtue for a king's laws. By this juxtaposition, Montesquieu suggests
that the Troglodytes were, in effect, castrated when they gave up their
self-generating virtue for an external force that would prevent them
from doing wrong. Both for them and for eunuchs, it is a move away
from nature. The man they chose for their king pointed out that had
they not done so, they would have acted virtuously "tout de meme sans
moi, et par le seul penchant de /a naturi'' [all the same without me by
natural inclination alone] (PL 14: 76); the First Eunuch describes the
castration of Jaron as the moment when "le fer te separa de la nature
[the blade separated you from nature\" (PL 15: 77). The First Eunuch
had expressed himself in similar terms in Letter 9, saying of his master's
decision to castrate him that it would "me separer pour jamais de moimeme" [separate me for ever from myself] (PL 9: 62). In Letter 9 he
says that he accepted castration as a way of bettering his condition:
"las de servir dans les emplois les plus penibles, je comptais sacrifier
mes passions a mon repos et a ma fortune" [tired of fulfilling the most
wearisome tasks, I planned on sacrificing my passions for the sake of
my repose and my fortune] (PL 9: 62); and he wrote of his desire to
satisfy "mon ambition, la seule passion qui me reste" [my ambition, the
only passion I have left] (PL 9: 63). The man the Troglodytes wanted
to be king attributed their desire to be mled by him instead of by their
own natural virtue to similar motives: to "contenter votre ambition,
acquerir ties richesses, et languir dans une lache volupte" [satisfy your
ambition, acquire riches, and loll about in luxury] (PL 14: 76). The
First Eunuch writes in Letter 15 as well of castration as the gateway to
upward mobility. When Jaron was castrated, he become "eleve jusqu'a
moi....Je cms te voir prendre une seconde naissance, et sortir d'une
servitude ou tu devais toujours obeir, pour entrer dans une servitude
ou m devais commander" [raised up to my level... .1 believed I saw you
undergo a second birth, and emerge from a servitude where you had
always to obey to enter into a servitude where you would command]
(PL 15: 77).
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While the First Eunuch accepted his fate as a castrate, Jaron was
unwilling, reacting with "pleurs et.. .cris" [tears and.. .cries] (PL15:77).
Thus Letters 14 (or 10-14) and 15 are not just parallel but opposed, for
not only was the equivalent change the Troglod)^es went through
entirely their idea, but what tears there were came not from them but
from the man who reluctantly agreed to adrninister it: "je mourrai de
douleur, d'avoir vu, en naissant, les Troglodytes libres, et de les voir
aujourd'hui assujettis. A ces mots, il se mit a repandre un torrent de
larmes" [I wiU die of grief to have seen, when I was born. Troglodytes
in freedom, and to see them subjects today.' At these words, he began
to shed a torrent of tears] (PL 14: 76).
PL,15 (1754) / PL16-18. ThelastofLetter 15's four paragraphs
anticipates Letters 16—18 in several ways:
Tu vas parcourir les pays habites par les chretiens, qui n'ont
jamais cru. II est impossible que tu n'y contractes bien des
souillures. Comment le prophete pourrait-il te regarder au
milieu de tant de millions de ses ennemis? Je voudrais que
mon maitre fit, a son retour, le p^erinage de la Mecque: vous
vouspurifierie;^ tous dans la terre des anges. [Tou will travel in
countries inhabited by Christians, who have never believed.
It is impossible that you not contract many cases of
uncleanliness. How could the Prophet see you in the midst of so
many millions of his enemies? I would like for my master to
make, on his return, the pilgrimage to Mecca: You would all
purify yourselves \sx the land of the angels.] (PL 15: 77—78)
In Letter 16, Usbek oddly echoes two passages from the First Eunuch's
letter:
Je suis au milieu dun.peuple profane. Permets que je mepurifte
avec toi: souffre que je tourne mon visage vers les lieux
sacres que tu habites: distingue-moi des mechants, comme
on distingue, au lever de I'aurore, le filet blanc d'avec le filet
noir. [I am in the midst ofa profane people. Allow me topurify
myselfyou. AUow me to turn my face toward the sacred
places where you live. Distinguish me from the wicked as
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one distinguishes, at the coming of the dawn, white from
black thread.] (PL 16: 78)

Oddly, because (1) Usbek hasn't read the First Eunuch's letter and (2)
in the chronology of the history of the publication of the Persian Letters,
Usbek's letter was published thirty-three years before the First
Eunuch's! Of course it might be more logical to say that Montesquieu
wrote the later letter (15) in such as a way that it would seem to be
echoed by the earlier one (16). However we put it, we should note that
these are the only two instances in the book where the reflexive form
"se purifier" appears. The expression "au milieu de" is not rare in the
book, but the context in which it appears is unique to these two letters.
In both it is a question of being seen at a great distance despite being
in the middle of a very large number of Christian infidels. In Letter 15,
the First Eunuch worries that the Prophet could not see a true Muslim
in their midst; in Letter 16, Usbek pretends to hope that the Mullah
Mehemet-Ah can.
Perhaps Montesquieu, in having Usbek allude to the Mullah's
powers—or, rather, in planting after the fact the allusion to the
MuUah's discernment in what the First Eunuch says in Letter 15 about
the near-impossibility of the Prophet discerning—^is slyly wondering if
his readers can see as clearl3c Can they see the subtle allusion hidden
in the midst of words that talk of other things?
The second sentence of the last paragraph of the First Eunuch's
letter—"II est impossible que tu n'y contractes bien des souillurer [It is
impossible that you not fo«/rar/many cases of uncleanlinessi\"—^is echoed
in Usbek's next letter to the Mullah, Letter 17: "L'idee de souillure,
contractee par I'attouchement d'un cadavre, ne nous est venue que d'lme
certaine repugnance naturelle que nous en avons" [The idea of
mcleanliness contracted by touching a corpse comes to us only from a
certain natural repugnance we have] (PL 17: 79). Here, as opposed to
the instances from Letter 16, the repeating words appear in somewhat
different contexts, for uncleanliness from contact with Christians is
somewhat different from uncleanliness firom contact with a corpse.
The word "souillure" appears in no letter but these two; and only in
these two, of course, does it appear with a form of "contracter."
In this, the first instance so far encountered of Montesquieu
adding a link to the chain, and yet composing that link in such a way
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that it fits with those on either side, it is important to note that Letter
15 is connected not only to Letter 16 but to Letter 17 as well, offering
further proof that 16 and 17 (and ultimately 18) together form a single
Unk in die chain.
PL 16—18 / PL 19. With Letter 19 we seem to leave behind the
discussion of clean and unclean that dominated the three preceding
letters. Here, Usbek reports to Rustan on the progress of his journey,
and the sorry state of Turkish society: "Les places sont demanteles, les
villes desertes, les campagnes desolees, la culture des terres et le
commerce entierement abandonnes. L'impunite regne dans ce
gouvenement severe: les chretiens qui cultivent les terres, les Juifs qui
levent les tributs, sont exposes a mille violences" pThe fortifications are
dismanded, the cities deserted, the countryside desolate, agriculture and
commerce entirely abandoned. Impunity reigns in this oppressive
government: The Christians who cultivate the land and the Jem who
collect the taxes are exposed to a thousand acts of violence] (PL 19:
83). Yet this constitutes a connection to the immediately preceding, for
the Christians and Jews in Turkey who suffer in equal measure from
unpunished abuses of power recall certain Christians and Jews who
also suffered equally in Letter 18. They appeared there in the lead-up
to the story the Mullah tells to answer Usbek's question about why pigs
are unclean: "il ne faut...que vous raconter ce qui arriva un jour a
notre saint prophete, lorsque, tente par les Chretiens, eprouve par ksJuifs,
n confondit egalement les uns et les autres" [ad I have to do.. .is ted
you what happened one day to our holy Prophet when, tempted by the
Christians and tested by the Jews, he confounded both equady] (PL 18:
81). Only in these two letters do "Chretiens" and "Juifs" appear in the
same sentence. In both instances they not only appear together in the
same sentence, but are characterized as in equal measure victims. In
Letter 18, they are "egalement" [equady] confounded by what the
Prophet has to say; in Letter 19, they are equady exposed to abuse at
the hands of the pashas who have been awarded the government of the
provinces of the Turkish empire. A third paradel is that both sets of
Christians and Jews lose out to Islam: In Letter 18 to the founder of
that reUgion, who vanquishes them in a redgious dispute; in Letter 19
to corrupt officials in an Muslim government who persecute them with
impunity.
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The parallel is possible only because Montesquieu made a
significant departure from the source for the story he cites in Letter 18
concerning the uncleanliness of pigs. In his version, the Mullah
recounts what Mohammed did one day to confound in equal measure
Christians andjews. AJew named Abdias Ibesalon had asked him why
God forbade eating pork. "Ce n'est pas sans raison, repondit
Mahomet: c'est un animal immonde; et je vais vous en convaincre" [It
is not without reason, replied Mohammed. It is an unclean animal, and
I am going to convince you of this] (PL 18: 81). The Prophet took
some mud and made a human figure, who at his command came to life
and identified himself as Japhet, one of the sons of Noah. Mohammed
asks him to teU him the whole history of Noah's ark. Japhet recounts
that at one point Noah and his sons had moved all the animal
excrement to the same side of the ark, which then began to tilt
dangerously. Noah asked God what to do, and he was instmcted to
turn the elephant around so that he faced the side that was listing.
From the elephant's excrement a pig was bom. The Mullah then
comments: "Croyez-vous, Usbek, que, depuis ce temps-la, nous nous
en soyons abstenus, et que nous I'ayons regarde comme un animal
immonde?" [Can you believe, Usbek, that since that time we have
abstained from pork and have regarded the pig as an unclean animal?]
(PL 18: 82).
As Paul Verniere notes in his edition of the Ijettrespersanes,^" the
story of the ark is introduced somewhat differently in the source for
Montesquieu's story-with-a-story, the Machumetis Saracenorum principis
doctrina of Hermann of Dalmatia. Abdias Ibesalon, as in Montesquieu's
version, asks the Prophet why pigs are considered unclean. But the
Prophet answers by saying that Jesus Christ was once asked by his
disciples some questions about Noah's vkrk, and it is Jesus who makes
the human figure out of mud, from whichJapeth emerges and teUs the
story he recounts in Montesquieu's version. Japeth teUs the story to
Jesus, not to Mohammed, and Jesus recounts it to his disciples. The
effect of Montesquieu's alteration is to remove the original Christian
context The story, as told in his source, could hardly have been used.

his notes to the Gamier edition (Montesquieu, Letirespenmes, ed. Paul VerniMe (Paris;
Gamier, 1960), 44n—45n (my translation).
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as Montesqmeu's Mullah uses it, to say that in telling the story
Mohammed confounded in equal measure both Christians and Jews!
Montesquieu's departure from his source makes it possible for the
way Christians and Jews alike suffered from the exactions of corrupt
Turkish pashas in Letter 19 to parallel the way Christians and Jews alike
were brought low by the Prophet's definitive answer to Abdias
Ibesalon's question in Letter 18. But it has other resonances as well.
What is wrong in Turkey is paralleled by what Montesquieu (or the
Mullah) has done with the original story: "La propriete des terres est
incertaine;.. .il n'y a ni titre, ni possession, qui vaiUe contre le caprice de
ceux qui gouvement" pThe ownership of lands is uncertain;...there is
neither title nor possession that can prevail against the whim of those
who govern] (PL 19: 83). The same can be said of the story of Japeth,
for the Mullah claims it for Mohammed, leaving out any reference to
Mohammed's source for the story, which wasJesus. The ownership of
the story has been put into question.
This illegitimate expropriation is echoed in another complaint
Usbek makes against the Turks. They have abandoned all the arts,
including that of war, while the Europeans are constantly refining
theirs. Eventually the Turks "s'avisent de prendre leurs nouvelles
inventions" [decide to take over the Europeans' new inventions] (PL
19: 83) after they have been used against them, but never develop any
of their own. Similarly, "Incapables de faire le commerce, ils souffrent
presque avec peine que les Europeens, toujours laborieux et entreprenants, viennent le faire: ils croient faire grace a ces etrangers, de
permettre qu'ils les enrichissent" [Incapable of engaging in commerce,
almost reluctantly do they allow the Europeans, always industrious and
enterprising, to come and do so. They think they are doing a favor to
these foreigners in allowing the latter to enrich them] (PL 19: 84). The
Turks take over the Europeans' inventions and profit from their
industry; likewise, the Mullah takes over a story originally (as the source
would have it) invented by the founder of the Christian faith and uses
it to enrich the Prophet's glory.
The hidden connections traced in these letters are representative
of those to be found throughout the book. The topics from letter to
letter change, but certain words remain the same; through this word
play, which could be said to resemble rhymes in a poem, the reader can
trace the links to go to make up the secret chain. Certain letters, such
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as PL 10—14 and 16—18, precisely because their topics do not change,
form individual links in the chain, linking as wholes with their
neighbors. It is through the juxtaposition of letter to letter, as Conroy
suggested, that Montesquieu most delights; it is through the hidden
connections between letters not on the same subject, as Kra argued,
that the secret chain can emerge.

